Introduction
Figure 1: Visual effects of filters. Luminance factor is given as the ratio between the luminance of daylight seen with filter 94 (shown as the beige area) to without filter (shown as the white area). In this case, the luminance with the filter is only about a 95 quarter (23.1%), i.e. the light is only a quarter as bright. Melanopsin factor follows the same calculation, except for the 96 melanopsin photopigment. Because the cut-off wavelength of the filter is outside of the spectral sensitivity of melanopsin, 97 the attenuation is far larger compared to luminance (3.1%). Colour shift is the Euclidian distance in the uniform colour space 98 used here. The smaller the number, the smaller the colour shift. Gamut factor refers to the reduction of the colour space 99 which common surface reflectances inhabit, with and without the filter. In this case, the colour gamut with the filter is only 100 around one fifth (20.1%) of the gamut without the filter. For demonstration purpose, the spectral power distribution was 101 assumed that to be of noon daylight (D65, daylight with a correlated colour temperature [CCT] 
of 6500K). 102
We note that these four properties of filter are by no means exhaustive, but they allow for a 103 strongly quantifiable and yet intuitive approach of the effects of different optical filters on 104 visual and non-visual function. We also note that our analysis does not include consideration 105 of transmission of light in the UV band and makes no claims about damaging effects of UV 106 or other radiation. Similarly, we did not consider the polarization properties of the filters.
107
We started examining the visual and non-visual filters using simulated filters. We used an 108 analytic description of the typical transmittance profile using a sigmoid function (Fig. 2 ). The 109 model parameters were the (1) cut-off wavelength, (2) the upper asymptote, and (3) the slope 4 of the function. By changing each of these parameters in isolation, we can examine how 111 properties of the spectral transmittance functions affect the derived parameters. visual display unit (VDU) (n=7) use and a catch-all "Other" category (n=8). In this analysis,
139
we are agnostic to the materials that these filters are applied on or produced from, though this 140 is an important consideration for practical use. In our analysis we find that there is large variability in the visual and non-visual properties of 144 so-called "blue-blocking" or "blue-attenuating" filters. 
Methods
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Data sourcing and extraction
Results
184
Large diversity of filters
185
Across all categories, the spectral transmittances of the "blue-blocking" and "blue-
186
attenuating" filters are rather diverse (Fig. 3, Row 1 ). This diversity is exhibited in whether 187 the filter is a cut-off, notch or has some other filter shape. The cut-off filters differ largely in 188 the wavelength at which they transmit 50% of light. Another differing factor is the "plateau"
189 of transmission at wavelengths longer than the cut-off wavelength. correspond to the three main filter categories we identified (Fig. 2) Nearly all filters show more relative melanopsin attenuation than luminance attenuation (Fig. 198 3, Row 2). This is evidenced by the fact that all data points lie under the "diagonal", which 
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Nearly all filters show a move of the chromaticity of the EEW white point towards the 204 spectral locus, which is given by the edge of the chromaticity diagram. This locus 205 corresponds to the chromaticity of monochromatic and therefore highly saturated lights.
206
Interestingly, there is again a "fan" effect in the relationship between luminance and 207 chromaticity. The intuition here is that the colour matching functions used to calculate 208 chromaticity of the white point include the luminosity function, and therefore, these effects 209 are not independent except under special conditions.
210
Regarding the colour rendering properties of the filters quantified using the gamut 211 attenuation, we find no clear pattern. We find that some filters severely reduce the colour 
Discussion
220
General discussion
221
In our analysis we find that there is large variability in the visual and non-visual properties of 222 so-called "blue-blocking" or "blue-attenuating" filters. While the spectral transmittance of a 223 filter necessarily needs to be known for quantifying the four outcomes we investigated here, 224 it in itself is not of any use as to determine a filter's effect on the retina. Rather than simply 225 (or not, in some cases) providing transmittance spectra in graphical or tabulated form, future 226 studies should quantify the effect of a filter using the metrics described here. referenced, or "physiologically relevant" framework to quantify effects of a filters is the first 232 step in using optical filters for developing such mechanistic understanding.
233
Pupil size effects 234 The reduction of illumination at cornea by optical filters reduces the retinal illuminance, i.e. properties of different optical filters, though these effects will need to be factored into the 278 feasibility of using specific optical filters for a desired physiological or psychological effect.
280
Conclusion
281
We find large diversity in the visual and non-visual properties of different "blue-blocking" or 282 "blue-attenuating" filters. We propose that to evaluate the effect of a given optical filter, the 283 spectral transmittance is only the first step in characterising the effect of a filter on the 284 illumination at the eye and suggest a retinally referenced framework to quantify these effects,
285
incorporating the attenuation of luminance, the attenuation of melanopsin activation, shifts in 286 colour, and reduction of colour gamut. 
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